Sean Stuber
About Sean:
Sean D. Stuber is a DBA at American Electric Power. He has been a developer for over twenty years, working
with Oracle for most of that time. His main responsibilities are coding, tuning, and mentoring developers in
how to best utilize their Oracle databases. Some of his articles have been published in the ODTUG Technical
Journal, IOUG Tips & Best Practices Booklet, and on Experts-Exchange where Sean is a regular contributor
(over 7,300 questions answered!) and topic advisor for Oracle topics. When not engrossed in Oracle, Sean
enjoys reading, cooking, traveling, and building things with his family.
Sean is a regular player of the SQL quiz on the PL/SQL Challenge (ranked 95th worldwide). He created
one of the leading solutions in the Obfuscated SQL Contest ran in 2015: https://blogs.oracle.com/sql/entry/
obfuscated_sql_contest_sean_stuber
Sean has presented at the last several Collaborate conferences; at Collaborate15 conference, Sean presented
on Set Theory, SQL and the Steve Miller Band. He also presented at Kscope12 and Kscope13.
While Sean enjoys helping people learn to use SQL and PL/SQL better, he also takes a "perverse joy in trying
to use PL/SQL to do things it shouldn’t." One of his favorite examples is his port of the SIMD-oriented Fast
Mersenne Twister pseudo-random number generator to PL/SQL. "Faking C’s pointer manipulation with PL/SQL
records is not a good idea for a production implementation, but it was a fun exercise."

Links
OTN Community Name: sdstuber
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/oraclesean
Blog: https://seanstuber.wordpress.com
Experts Exchange: http://www.experts-exchange.com/members/sdstuber.html

How to Vote
This person has been selected by a panel of (mostly) ACE judges to be a finalist for the
Oracle Database Developer Choice Award.
Winners are chosen by popular vote: the top vote-getters will be announced as winners at the YesSQL event at
Oracle Open World 2015.
If you think a person should win the Developer Choice Award, vote her or him up.
You can vote for as many of the finalists as you feel are deserving of the award.
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By voting for this finalist, you confirm that you have read the rules and that you are eligible to
vote.

Regarding Comments
If you would like to explain why you are voting this finalist up, you are welcome to add a comment. We will,
however, remove any negative comments.
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